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As a child Satriagama Rakantaseta, Seto as he is known, recalls he and his family often had to relocate their 
home due to his father’s career commitments. This experience, he said, helped shape his future 
accomplishments by gifting him a mind open to cultures, while consciously developing the skills necessary to 
communicate easily with different people.  
  
Able to speak four languages, including English, as the director of ArtJog, Indonesia’s preeminent annual 
contemporary art fair held in Yogyakarta, Seto cites his ability to build strong relationships based on trust as one 
of the major fundamentals for not only his success, yet ArtJogs’ as well. 
  
“I believe art can make the quality of people’s lives better. Art is for everyone,” Seto says. “I am passionate 
about raising the publics’ awareness of art, along with highlighting its virtues.  Art can build stronger individuals 
and communities.”   
  
Born in Yogyakarta 1972, Seto successfully ran his own I.T business for eight years until in 2006 when he joined 
forces with another Yogyakarta figure Heri Pemad who had a sharp eye for art management and began in 2004 
HPAM, Heri Pemad Art Management.  Together they have created a vehicle that is now a key part of the 
Indonesian contemporary art infrastructure.   During his youth he enjoyed painting and music, yet Seto’s talent 
in I.T and person- to-person communiqué consolidated his entry into the art community, via HPAM. 
  
“I first began giving workshops on communication along with assisting artists with computer hardware and 
software.  All the while I was recognizing that such valuable platforms and systems where being largely 
underutilized by the artists in developing their careers.” 
  
It is the professional structures and systems embraced by HPAM that have allowed ArtJog to do what its 
tradition counterparts, art exhibitions, have been unable to achieve in Indonesia.  Last years ArtJog welcomed 
over 100,000 visitors in 3 weeks, a feat breaking all attendance records. 
  
Highlighting artists instead of galleries, ArtJog’s model is fundamentally different from usual art fairs.  And 
although this model was initially unpopular with the galleries, it has helped define the character of the event.  
By its physical and conceptual design, ArtJog appears more as an exhibition rather than an art fair in the usual 
sense of the term. 
  
“We are a platform for new and established artists who exhibit side by side encouraging a sense of competition 
amongst the artists in an endeavour to raise their standards.  We are committed to identifying and promoting 
young talent and ArtJog is a mediator to connect undiscovered artists with the local and international art scene. 
Indonesian galleries need to introduce fresh names into the market and we enable them to find new talent 
easily,” Seto says. 
  
“ArtJog an opportunity to present Indonesian art, along works from a few invited foreign artists to a larger and 
multi level audience on an identical platform that is not determined on market value and big names.” 
  
“It is essential for me to be always fine tuning my skills in communicating with the various stakeholders that 
wish to align themselves with Heri Pemad and ArtJog,” says Seto, an economic graduate who studied business 
management at the Islamic University in Yogyakarta in 1991.  “To enhance fluent working relationships we must 
understand and practice the appropriate “languages” to communicate with the government, corporate 
sponsors, banks, N.G.O’s, artists, education and environmental organizations, and the public as well, so we can 
all move forward and grow together.” 
  
“Art in Indonesia is a very old cultural language, has many meanings and is an important  meeting ground for 
the community.  It offers a unique platform for national pride that is inclusive of the traditional identity 
successfully marketed for tourism. Art has great potency and contemporary art has a diplomatic role in 
communicating modern and traditional Indonesia to the world.  We need a cohesive strategy to do so as this is 
not being realized,” Seto says. 
  



“The government may not understand about contemporary art,” Seto continues, “However, each year the 
growing number of attendees to ArtJog increasingly captures their attention. With the success of ArtJog we can 
state to them that the existence of a new art museum in Yogyakarta is important and there is an audience to 
justify it.  A museum is needed to support the art infrastructure and this is what we continually communicate to 
the local and national governments.” 
  
To ArtJog and HPAM’s credit recognition recently came from the Indonesian government with ArtJog receiving 
the Adhi Karya Rupa  2014 Award for artists or groups who make contributions of value and importance to the 
community. 
  
While ArtJog was gifted a free promotion booth at this years Art Stage Singapore, S.E. Asia’s premiere art fair 
and flagship of the city’s thriving art infrastructure, and with increasing interest in ArtJog shown from the region 
and Australia, Seto believes he has to do more develop relations in Singapore and Hong Kong. He regularly 
travels to the regional events to consolidate relationships, while mid March he will attend Art Basel Hong Kong, 
the most important Asian art fair. 
  
“In the modern world everything is changing quickly, including art, If we are able to ran ArtJog professionally 
and successfully to increasingly high standards it will certainly endure while building public trust in the event,” 
Seto adds.  “My message to the Indonesian art community is that we must all be opened minded, creative and 
motivated to move forward; challenges are opportunities to learn from.” 
  
Understanding that education is an essential and on going requirement to realize regeneration within the 
community each year ArtJog develops its activities outside of the immediate event program in the Yogyakarta 
Art Agenda that include exhibitions, films, discussions, literary nights and other events.  The Young Artist Award, 
an award for best young artist participants aged up to 33 years is also targeted to honor and inspire the 
dynamic talent of the many youthful participants in ArtJog. 
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